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ABSTRACT 

Privacy preserving becomes an important issue in 

the development progress of data mining 

techniques. Privacy preserving data mining has 

become increasingly popular because it allows 

sharing of privacy-sensitive data for analysis 

purposes. So, people have become increasingly 

unwilling to share their data, frequently resulting 

in individuals either refusing to share their data or 

providing incorrect data. In turn, such problems in 

data collection can affect the success of data 

mining, which relies on sufficient amounts of 

accurate data in order to produce meaningful 

results. In recent years, the wide availability of 

personal data has made the problem of privacy 

preserving data mining an important one. A 

number of methods have recently been proposed 

for privacy preserving data mining of 

multidimensional data records. This paper intends 

to reiterate several privacy preserving data mining 

technologies clearly and then proceeds to analyze 

the merits and shortcomings of these technologies. 

Using such approaches the data accuracy and 

preservation can be achieve. An effective approach 

is heuristic based approach. It has aim to achieve 

the privacy of static data with minimum 

information loss. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Privacy preserving 

data mining, heuristic based approach. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is nothing but extracting meaningful 

knowledge from the large amount of data. We can 

classify data mining techniques as follows: 

classification, association rule mining, clustering, 

sequential pattern analysis, data visualization, 

prediction. In recent years, simple transactions like 

using credit card, browsing the web, phone 

database, sensor network lead to wide and 

automated data storage. All these have large flows 

of data continuously and dynamically. This type of 

large volume data leads to many mining and 

computational challenges. 

Huge volumes of detailed personal data are 

regularly collected and analyzed by applications 

using data mining. Such data include shopping 

habits, criminal records, medical history, credit 

records, among others. On the one hand, such data 

is an important asset to business organizations and 

governments both to decision making processes 

and to provide social benefits, such as medical 

research, crime reduction, national security, etc. [2] 

The threat to privacy becomes real since data 

mining techniques are able to derive highly 

sensitive knowledge from un classified data that is 

not even known to database holders. Worse is the 

privacy invasion occasioned by secondary usage of 

data when individuals are unaware of “behind the 

scenes” use of data mining techniques [3] 

A. Data Stream Mining 

Data stream is new type of data that is different 

than traditional static database. Data stream is 

continuous and dynamic flow of data. It is 

sequence of real time data with high data rate and 

application can read once. The characteristics of 
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data streams are different than traditional static 

database which are as follows [4]: (1) Data has 

timing preference (2) Data Distribution changes 

constantly with time (3) The amount of data is 

enormous (4) Data flows in and out with fast speed 

(5) Immediate response is required. Because of 

these, data stream mining is challenging. 

We have many data mining algorithm for 

traditional database where data is static and 

continuous flow. Use of traditional data mining 

algorithm is not appropriate in data stream mining 

because of no control over dataflow. If data will 

change, then we have to rescan the database. This 

will take more computational time. In data stream 

mining data is not persistent but rapid and time 

varying. 

In mining of data stream, solution is categorized in 

data based and task based. In data based solution, 

data transform horizontally or vertically. In task 

based solution, different techniques have been 

adopted to achieve time and space efficient 

solution. Figure 1.1 shows simple data stream 

mining process. Once element of data stream is 

processed, it is discarded. So, it is not easy to 

retrieve it unless if we explicitly store them in 

memory. 

      

Fig. 1. Data Stream Mining Process 

2. Need for Privacy in Data Mining 

Information is today probably the most important 

and demanded resource. We live in an 

internetworked society that relies on the 

dissemination and sharing of information in the 

private as well as in the public and governmental 

sectors. Governmental, public, and private 

institutions are increasingly required to make their 

data electronically available [5][6]. To protect the 

privacy of the respondents (individuals, 

organizations, associations, business 

establishments, and so on). Although apparently 

anonymous, the deidentified data may contain other 

data, such as race, birth date, sex, and ZIP code, 

which uniquely or almost uniquely pertain to 

specific respondents (i.e., entities to which data 

refer) and make them stand out from others[7].By 

linking these identifying characteristics to publicly 

available databases associating these characteristics 

to the respondent's identity, the data recipients can 

determine to which respondent each piece of 

released data belongs, or restrict their uncertainty 

to a specific subset of individuals. 

3.  PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA 

MINING TECHNIQUES (PPDM) 

 

Figure 1: Classification of Privacy Preserving 

Data Mining [22] 

The term privacy means keep information about me 

from being available to others. PPDM is producing 

valid model and pattern without disclosing 

sensitive information. The main aim to keep the 

information private is to prevent the misuse of 

private information. Once important data is 

disclosed then it is impossible to prevent the 

misuse of data. If data owner published their data, 

they have fear of misuse. So, this prevents them to 

share their data. On other side, sharing of these data 

will useful in industries and business organization. 

They collect and analyze the data to know market 

policy. Sharing of data will help in improving the 

business strategy and to know customer behavior. 

If owner share the data, privacy must not breach. 

Different people have different perspective of 

privacy, for some people personal information is 
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privacy while for some people only some of the 

sensitive attribute is privacy. There are various 

techniques for privacy preserving for entire dataset 

modification or modification of some sensitive 

attributes. PPDM techniques are classified into four 

types: data partitioning, data modification, data 

restriction, data ownership. Because of personal 

data, privacy preserving becomes important in 

recent years. Now a day advanced technology 

provides the capacity to store large number of 

personal data. Suppose cancer research institutes in 

different areas need to collaboratively find the 

environmental factor related to certain type of 

cancer [8]. These distributed databases contain 

sensitive information. 

4. RELATED WORK 

4.1 Reconstruction based technique 

Reconstruction-based techniques perturb the 

original data to achieve privacy preserving. The 

perturbed data would meet the two conditions. 

First, an attacker cannot discover the real original 

data from the issuance of the distortion data. 

Second, the distorted data is still to maintain some 

statistical properties of the original data, namely 

some of the information derived from the distorted 

data are equivalent to data obtained from the 

original information [13]. So, for each data mining 

techniques separate algorithms need to be 

developed. Data perturbation is that the value of 

each property is transformed into other value of the 

property domain by given probability [12]. 

Data perturbation: Basically, change the original 

data into another. 

 Rotation perturbation: Rotate the data 
according to a given angle θ with the origin as 
the center [9] [10].  

 Projection perturbation: Projecting a set of 
data points from the origin multidimensional 
space to another randomly chosen space [9].  

 Geometric perturbation: Transform the data 
into sequence of random geometric 
transformations [9]. 

Data randomization: Randomly chose the data 

from the record and place it at the place of another 

data. [11]  

Data swapping: Swaps the data into two half [10]. 

4.2 Heuristic based approach 

Various techniques have been developed to 

sanitize or modify selective data for data mining 

techniques like association rule mining, 

classification and clustering. Selective data 

sanitization or modification based mining problem 

is NP-hard and for this reason, heuristic can be 

used to address the complexity issues. The concept 

of protecting respondent identity through micro 

data release using k-anonymity was first proposed 

by P. Samarati in [16], and subsequently many 

techniques have been proposed based on it, such as 

l-diversity [15], t-c1oseness [15], Incognito [14], 

and so on. K-anonymity protects against identity 

disclosure; it does not provide sufficient protection 

against attribute disclosure. 

We know that the database contains different types 

of attributes. Explicit Identifiers: Are attributes 

which can identify the person uniquely example 

identity number, PAN card number etc. [17] Quasi-

Identifier (QI): The attributes which cannot alone 

identify the person uniquely but by collecting 

quasi-identifiers any one can easily recognize any 

person, example Zip-code, Birth date etc.  Sensitive 

Attributes (SA): The information which everyone 

tries to hide from adversaries example Salary, 

Disease etc[18][19]. Non-Sensitive Attributes: The 

attributes which does not relate to any other 

categories and have no importance when disclose 

to anyone. Each group that shares the same values 

on every QI is called Equivalence Class (EC). 

While releasing the sensitive information, it is 

required to preserve them from disclosure. There 

are mainly two types of Information Disclosure: 

Identity Disclosure and Attribute Disclosure. [18] 

[19] [20] [21]. 

k-Anonymity: The database is said to be K-

anonymous where attributes are suppressed or 

generalized until each row is identical with at least 

k-1 other rows. K-Anonymity thus prevents 

definite database linkages and guarantees that the 

data released is accurate. One of the emerging 

concept in microdata protection is k-anonymity, 

which has been recently proposed as a property that 

captures the protection of a microdata table with 

respect to possible re-identification of the 

respondents to which the data refer. K-anonymity 

demands that every tuple in the microdata table 

released be indistinguishably related to no fewer 

than k respondents.  

l-Diversity: The next concept is “l-diversity”. Say 

you have a group of k different records that all 

share a particular quasi-identifier. That’s good, in 

that an attacker cannot identify the individual based 
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on the quasi-identifier. But what if the value 

they’re interested in, (e.g. the individual’s medical 

diagnosis) is the same for every value in the group. 

The distribution of target values within a group is 

referred to as “l-diversity”. [23] 

t-Closeness: t-closeness that formalizes the idea of 

global background knowledge by requiring that the 

distribution of a sensitive attribute in any 

equivalence class is close to the distribution of the 

attribute in the overall table (i.e., the distance 

between the two distributions should be no more 

than a threshold t). This effectively limits the 

amount of individual-specific information an 

observer can learn. Intuitively, privacy is measured 

by the information gain of an observer.  

Personalized privacy preservation: minimize the 

generalization for satisfying everyone’s 

requirements so discard the maximum amount of 

information from the microdata (raw data is called 

micro data). [25] 

Utility based privacy preservation: To improve 

the query answering accuracy on anonymized 

tabled. [26] 

4.3 Cryptography based technique 

In a distributed environment, the primary issue to 

achieve privacy preserving is the security of 

communications, and encryption technology just to 

meet this demand. Therefore, privacy preserving 

based on data encryption technology commonly 

applies to distributed applications. Lindell & 

Pinkas [24] first proposed Secure Multi-Party 

Computation protocol for data mining classification 

techniques. Cryptography based techniques offer a 

well-defined model for privacy, which includes 

methodologies for proving and quantifying it. 

Cryptography-based techniques have more time 

complexity compare to other method for data 

updating. Cryptography techniques are used to 

preserve privacy. 

Distributed data mining provides different 

algorithms to perform computation in distributed 

manner without pooling the whole data into one 

place. 

The secure multiparty computation is one of the 

distributed computing examples which is using 

worldwide for data distributed across the network. 

Firstly Yao [16] introduced the secure multiparty 

computation technique. 

Table 1: Comparison table of techniques 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages 

Reconstruction 

Based 

Technique 

Data is 

transformed to 

achieve 

greater 

security. 

Different 

attributes are 

preserved 

independently. 

Reduce the 

granularity 

loss of 

effectiveness 

of data. 

 

Cryptography 

Based 

Technique 

 

Encryption 

provide 

security to 

data.  

 

More time 

complexity 

Security & 

attacks. 

Difficult to 

scale multiple 

parties are 

involved. 

Heuristic Based 

Technique 

 

Handle data in 

group based 

manner  

 

Handling 

sensitive Data. 

Linking 

Attacks. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Heuristic based approach is applied for privacy 

preserving static data mining. Proposed approach is 

tried to keep the relationship between the sensitive 

data and anonymized data. So, that no one can 

forge the sensitive information from the data set. 

Here all attributes are independent attribute except 

the sensitive attributes.  Here the risk analysis of 

anonymized data is decreased. Here we only use l-

diversity method for future purpose we do work on 

data also including t-closeness i.e. we extend our 

algorithm using t-closeness. 
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